Dynamic properties of joint surfaces are researched, micro behavior is also analyzed and a mathematical model based on fractal theory is built, and the relationships between normal dynamic characteristics of joints and surface pressure, surface roughness, and real contact area were simulated. The contact pressure in joint, equivalent stiffness, and damping in joint were nonstrict proportional relationship, higher surface quality of the contact joint surface, can increase normal stiffness and reduce normal damping in joint. Experiments are arranged according to the theoretical model in order to analyze the share of every major factor that affects dynamic properties of joint surfaces. Two common materials HT200 and 2Cr13 under different processing methods, surface roughness, and surface areas are used, and law curves were built between the dynamic behavior of fixed joints and preload, processing method of contact surface, surface roughness; the correctness of the theory simulation results was confirmed. A spring-damping element joints finite model was built based on the pressure distribution contours. Based on the experimental data, we simulated the model of HT200 specimen by ANSYS, at the same time, compared our model, traditional model, and experimental result, and proved that the spring-damping distribution model based on pressure has a better simulative precision.
Introduction
The joint surfaces are common in mechanical structures, and nonlinear characteristics of joint surfaces are the main factor which affects the dynamic behavior of whole machine. The method of mechanical design changes from static to dynamic with the trend that modern machinery has high speed, high precision, and light weight. Moreover, calculation of dynamic behavior of machines is the key point to dynamic design. Therefore, the research of dynamic characteristics on the joints is extremely vitally significant to the structure design and optimization [1] [2] [3] .
The research of joint surfaces originates from the measurement of static stiffness. Scholars analyzed the laws of normal and tangential properties of joint surfaces according to experiments. After long-time accumulation, they built a database of static properties for joint surfaces [4] . On the basis of static properties, scholars have researched the stiffness and damp properties of joint surfaces according to theoretical model and experiment results and studied dynamic properties and parameter recognition methods of joint surfaces.
These works are of great importance to building a precise dynamic model.
Early research of the joint surfaces focused on the static properties of a few of common joint surfaces, and the error was huge. After that, many scholars carried out further research on dynamic properties of joint surfaces along with the factors that influence these dynamics. Both Oden and Martins [5] , Schofield et al. [6, 7] and Sherif [8, 9] carried out experiments between under different pressure joint surfaces of real machine tools, results indicated that normal load and deload curves of joint surfaces under high pressure different from that of low pressure. They thought the normal stiffness of joint surfaces has nothing to do with plastic deformation but elastic deformation, the normal pressure is in linear proportion to elastic deformation. Both Yumei's [4] and Oden and Martins's [5] researches indicated that the factors affecting static properties of joint surfaces majorly incorporate material, processing methods of joint surfaces, surface roughness, real contact area, contact shape, pressure, and so forth. Contact faces bear normal and tangential forces simultaneously; Kirsanova [10] and Masuko et al. [11] furtherly studied tangential properties of joint surfaces and indicated that tangential stiffness is in nonlinear proportion to contact pressure; micro slip is responsible for tangential damp.
From 1970's, Europe, America, Japan, and so forth began to research the joint surfaces dynamic properties. Because the joint surfaces damp was not calculated and the value of system's damp was comparatively small, high-precision apparatus was needed to test the damping coefficient. Rogers and Boothroyd's [12] research indicated that joint dynamic contains both nonlinear and hysteresis properties, and the hysteresis property is caused by damp. Smallwood et al. [13] worked out a plan to measure the energy consumption of joint surfaces, proving that micro skip is the major cause of tangential damp.
Bograd et al. [14] summarized three different methods of building the dynamic model of joint surfaces: one based on Jenkins friction theory; one based on thin layer element simulation of dynamic properties; and the other one based on zero-thickness finite element simulation of dynamics. The author compared the advantages and disadvantaged of these methods in practical applications and proposed the idea of using different method when facing different loading conditions.
Theoretical Modeling of Joint Surfaces
Micro analysis majorly studies the stiffness and damp of joint surfaces by analyzing the micro surface and their deformation mechanism; the deformation mechanism of a single asperity is studied firstly, and the variation pattern of stiffness and damp of joint surfaces is analyzed according to fractal theory. This paper utilizes fractal theory to describe the outline of contact area, analyzes one single asperity's deformation at first, and then expands to the whole contact area. This method can reflect the microscopic contact state of contact area and provide theoretical basis for parameter recognition of joint surfaces.
Normal Stiffness Model of Joint Surfaces.
Assuming that a coarse surface contacts with an ideal rigid plane, coarse surface with a surface roughness, has a corrugated structure, shown in Figure 1 . Because the size and distribution of asperities are random, contact point size and distribution function ( ) and the real contact area were introduced [15] :
where is maximum area of contact area (mm 2 ); is minimum area of contact area (mm 2 ); is fractal degree, 1 < < 2.
Focusing on one single asperity , we assume its crosssection is circular, shown in Figure 2 . Assuming contact area of asperity is and ≈ 2 , the principle of fractal theory is to determine section area of asperity and calculate According to − model, the topography function ( ) before deformation is [16] 
where is fractal coarse coefficient, is the degree of fractal, and 1 < < 2.
It is obvious that reaches its peak when = 0:
The radius of asperity curvature before deformation is According to Hertz theory, elastic deformation happened to asperity; the load is
When deformation happens to an asperity, according to (6) , the normal stiffness is obtained:
By substituting (2) into (7), the normal stiffness can be obtained:
where is composite modulus of elasticity; 1/
are modulus of elasticity of the two materials which form the joint surfaces. ] 1 , ] 2 are Poisson ratio.
According to (8) , depends on material ( ), topography ( ) and roughness ( ), and so forth. The simulation result of normal stiffness is based on (8) and (6) is shown in Figure 3 .
increases with the increasing of . When is low, stiffness grows faster and then gradually tends to slow, and decreases with the increasing of . By combining (1), (2), and (6), the relationship between normal stiffness and real contact area can be obtained, shown in Figure 4 . The normal stiffness of joint surfaces increases along with real contact area, but the gradient of the curve decreases which means the increasing rate would drop while real contact area increases.
The relationships of normal stiffness between fractal degree and material are shown in Figure 5 . 
Fractal Model of Normal Damping.
We assume that the plastic deformation of asperities dominates the normal damping. When calculating the damping coefficient of joint surfaces, contact area can be simply divided into elastic and plastic regions. By analysis of the strain energy caused by elastic deformation, energy consumption of plastic region can be obtained:
where is the hardness of soft material. According to Hertz theory, in plastic region, the deformation of a single asperity is in proportion to load and its section area:
Fractal degree D Fractal degree D And the total load of plastic region is
Simulation of with MATLAB shows the relationship between and in Figure 6 . By substituting (9) into (10), the relationship between and is obtained, shown in Figure 7 . Obviously, is hardly affected by normal stress.
To sum up, by analyzing microscopic fractal model of joint surfaces, the following conclusions can be obtained.
Equivalent normal stiffness and damping coefficient of joint surfaces depend on material, normal stress, surface roughness processing methods, and actual contact area. The relationship is nonlinear, especially for that of normal damping coefficient.
The most significant factors that affect joint surfaces' dynamics are normal stress, surface roughness, and topography. Normal stiffness increases along with normal stress; normal damping coefficient decreases slightly when normal stress increases; the better the surface quality is, the higher the normal stiffness is; the more uniform the topography is, the larger the is; when the normal stiffness becomes higher, meanwhile the normal damping coefficient increases to a certain value and then decreases. Figure 8 is specially designed to analyze the effect of external factors (including external load and participating media) and major intrinsic factors (including material, surface roughness, processing method, and dimension of joint faces) according to the dynamic behavior of joint surfaces. Dynamic factors are also recognized according to series of experiments. Work pieces are suspended by string so that they will not be affected by external mass. The work pieces thus get 6 rigid vibration modes (including three translational and three rotational). Since the work pieces are small, a hammer is chosen to excite the vibration; the vibration signal is detected by accelerometer and collected after noises are filtered. Equipments used in this paper are shown in Figure 9 . Figure 10 implies the cripple effect of joint faces on normal stiffness and enhancement of damping; it also implies that the dynamic properties of joint faces can be improved by increasing preload or surface quality. Figure 11 reveals the relationship between surface roughness, normal stiffness, and damping. It indicates that the dynamic properties of joint faces increase while surface roughness decreases. Figure 12 compares the normal stiffness and normal damping of joint faces under different contact areas. The one with smaller contact area has higher equivalent normal stiffness and overall lower damping coefficient.
Experimental Analyses

Experiment Set-Up. The experiment set-up shown in
Experiment Results.
Improving Simulation Precision
FEM plays a more and more important role in modern machine design. There are many methods in dealing with joint surfaces in a FEM model including glue, contact element, combining elements, and so forth. The first one simply combines two near nodes of two contact bodies together and makes the two bodies a monolithic one; this method, in fact, neglects the joint surface completely. Contact element method, however, assumes that joint surfaces keep uniform contact all the time and the stress is equal everywhere. This method is highly nonlinear and demands huge compute resources. What is more, it cannot ensure the convergence due to complicated calculation. The combined element method is hitherto believed to be the most effective way to simulate the joint surfaces, but the stiffness and damping coefficient of combined elements and their distribution may affect the simulation precision of joint surfaces significantly. This paper comes up with a pressure-dependent simulation method to improve simulation precision which has been proved to be more effective than traditional ways. Figure 13 shows the FEM model of work pieces jointed with bolts (bolts are not shown in this figure) and stress distribution of joint surfaces. It can be proved by FEM simulations that when normal stiffness of combined elements in the FEM model is around the real stiffness of joint surfaces, the stress distribution will not be affected too much by stiffness variation of combined elements. According to theoretical analysis and experimental results, stiffness of joint surfaces is comparatively sensitive to normal stress. In this section, joint surface is divided into 3 regions, a, b, and c, shown in Figure 13 In order to analyze the influence of stress distribution on simulation precision, another simulation model called even model is built in which all the stiffness and damping constants are equal. Limited by space, modal analysis results of stressdependent model are listed in Figure 14 ; the contrast model has very similar modal properties with stress-dependent models. Figure 15 shows the simulation results of two different models: (a) shows the results under preload 10 Nm and (b) shows results under preload 15 Nm. Obviously, stressdependent model shows better performance than the other one, especially when normal preload increases.
Conclusions
Normal dynamic property of joint faces is discussed here. By theoretical analysis, the conclusions depicted below are reached and verified by experiments.
(1) Joint mathematical model based on fractal theory can well describe the relationship between normal and tangential dynamic characteristics of joints and surface pressure, surface roughness, and real contact area.
(2) Equivalent normal stiffness and damping of joint surfaces depend on material, normal stress, surface roughness, processing methods, and actual contact area, and the relationship is nonlinear, especially for normal damping coefficient. The most significant factors that affect joint surfaces' dynamics are normal stress, surface roughness, and topography. Normal stiffness increases significantly along with normal stress but normal damping coefficient decreases slightly when normal stress increases. The better the surface quality is, the higher the normal stiffness is; the more uniform the topography is, the higher the normal stiffness is; meanwhile the normal damping coefficient increases to a certain value and then decreases. (3) Simulation and experiment results also show that stress distribution has some degree of influence on dynamic properties of joint surfaces, especially on high order modals when stress distribution becomes more uneven.
